Journey to building digital trust
Delivering digital identity trust is important to businesses operating in
today’s digital economy. While customers and enterprises may take parallel
paths to get there, when those paths converge, there's an opportunity to help
strengthen the relationship.
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The Need

43% of security leaders surveyed
believe customers ﬁnd digital
enrollment too complex, or
authentication too cumbersome.1

96% of security leaders surveyed
say a frictionless digital customer
experience is a priority.1

Opportunity
Build digital trust in customers
by enabling a seamless, security
rich customer experience.
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Action: Customer shares personal and
ﬁnancial information because they trust
the enterprise to help them safeguard it.

Result: Enterprise can continue to
make improvements to data security of
customer-facing applications and services.

Opportunity
Protect customer data and privacy
to help build trust, drive revenue
and accelerate business growth.
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Action: A non-disruptive experience with
insights-driven product recommendations
can keep customers satisﬁed.

Result: Enterprise identiﬁes efﬁciencies
to streamline operations based on
customer data insights.

Pitfall

When customers associate poor experiences with your
business, they may be less less likely to give you their
information, their business and their brand loyalty.

Opportunity
Help maximize return on technology
investment with operational efﬁciencies
that help boost customer experiences.

Enterprise

Action: Customer has
seamless, security rich
experience with
improved offerings.

Result: Enterprise creates
memorable omni-channel
experiences, keeping
customers coming back
for more.

The Goal
Build digital trust by
forging two-way customer
relationships. Provide
pleasant and seamless user
experiences to help improve
brand loyalty and increase
your share of wallet.

The journey to delivering digital trust is ﬁlled with challenges. Your security
shouldn't be one. Leverage IBM Security solutions to help you put customers
and enterprises on trusted, common ground.
Learn how IBM can help you establish digital identity trust.
Read the ebook
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